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� Introduction

Data compression is used in data transmission and data storage� When data compression is
used� data is transmitted faster� and �le storage requires less space� Many aspects of data
compression are described in Leweler and Hirschberg ���� and Storer ���� An important
technique for data compression is textual substitution� Textual substitution identi�es
repeated substrings and replaces some or all substrings by pointers to another copy� Here we
consider a speci�c textual substitution method	 coding a text with respect to a dictionary�
Suppose a dictionary is given� consisting of all 
�� ASCII characters together with the
���� most common substrings of two or more characters of printed English text� The
problem of coding a text with respect to this dictionary is to partition the text into as
few strings as possible� each of which is contained in the dictionary� and to replace each
string in this partition by a 
� bit pointer corresponding to the entry in the dictionary�
In the sequel we assume a dictionary D satisfying the following property is given� For
each element x in D all segments �subwords� of x are also in D � Various algorithms have
been constructed for coding a text with respect to a dictionary� we give an incremental
algorithm for it�

Incremental computations can improve the performance of interactive programs such
as spreadsheet programs� program development environments� text�editors� etc� Let f be
a function� Suppose we want to �nd the f �value on some input� and that this input is
interactively edited� An incremental algorithm prescribes how to recompute the required
f �value on the input� after the input has been edited� using the old f �value and possibly
some extra information� The input to an algorithm for coding a text is a list of characters�
A theory of incremental algorithms on the data type list� based on the Bird�Meertens
calculus for program transformation� see Bird �
�� ���� and Meertens ���� ���� is presented in
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Jeuring ��� The possible edit actions are among others deletion or insertion of elements
in the argument list� splitting the argument� and combining two arguments� With an
incremental algorithm for the problem of coding a text with respect to a dictionary it is
possible to combine two coded texts in constant time� Furthermore� deleting or inserting
a piece of text and coding the resulting text is done in time linear in the length of the
deleted or inserted piece of text� The advantages of an incremental algorithm for coding a
text with respect to a dictionary are immediate	 the uncoded text is not needed anymore�
it su�ces to have the coded text in main memory� And users need not explicitly apply
coding algorithms to their texts� each text is automatically coded�

We give an informal description of the incremental algorithm for coding a text with
respect to a dictionary� The main observation is that the length of the words of the
dictionary is bounded by some constant L� The most important part of the algorithm is
the part that combines two coded texts x and y� This part is a dynamic programming
algorithm� The coding of the concatenation of x and y �list concatenation is denoted by ���
a singleton list with element a is written �a�� is the shortest list of pointers xi���a���yt such
that a is a pointer to a word in the dictionary corresponding to a tail part of x concatenated
with an initial part of y� xi is the coding of the remaining initial part of x � and yt is the
coding of the remaining tail part of y� Since the length of the word corresponding to a is
bounded by L� it su�ces to have the codings of the longest L�
 initial parts of x and the
codings of the longest L�
 tail parts of y available� If these are available the coding of
x �� y can be determined in constant time� The other parts of the incremental algorithm
are variations on this theme�

To our knowledge� our algorithm is the �rst incremental algorithm for coding a text
with respect to a dictionary� Many algorithms incrementally build a dictionary using so�
called dynamic dictionary methods� see Storer ���� but no algorithms have been given for
incrementally computing the coding of a text with respect to a static dictionary� Katajainen
and M�akinen ��� describe methods for incrementally coding trees� but they do not use
textual substitution� Some of the ideas we use in the construction of the algorithm are
based on ideas described in Jeuring ��� where a theory of incremental algorithms on lists
is presented� and an incremental algorithm for formatting a text is given�

An interesting topic for further research is the construction of incremental algorithms
for data compression using dynamic dictionary methods� Furthermore� the ideas applied
in the construction of the incremental algorithm sketched in this paper can be used in the
construction of an algorithm for coding a tree with respect to a dictionary of trees�

This paper is organised as follows� Section � describes the edit model and the induced
form of incremental algorithms� Section  speci�es the problem of coding a text with
respect to a dictionary� and Section � sketches a derivation of an incremental algorithm for
this problem�
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� Incremental algorithms and the edit model

We give a de�nition of an incremental algorithm de�ned on the data type list� The data
type list over some base type A is denoted by A�� The empty list is denoted by �� Given
an element a of type A� the singleton list with element a is written �a�� Given two lists x
and y� the concatenation of x and y is written x �� y� Operator �� 	 A� � A� � A� is
associative� and the empty list is the unit of ��� that is� for all lists x � x ��� � ��� x � x �
The list with consecutive elements 
� �� and �� formally �
� �� ��� �� ���� is written �
� �� ���
The length of a list is computed by means of the function � 	 A� � nat� e�g� � �
� �� �� � �

A function is an object with three components written f 	 s � t � where s is a set called
the source of the function� t is a set called the target of the function� and f maps each
member x of s to a member of t � This member is denoted f x � using simple juxtaposition
and a little white space to denote application of a function f to an argument x � We use
the letters f � g� h� etc�� as variables standing for arbitrary functions� Function application
is right�associative� i�e�� we have f �g �h x �� � f g h x � The composition of two functions
f 	 s � t and g 	 r � s is written f �g 	 r � t � Composition is associative� An example of a
function is the identity function	 for each set s� function id s 	 s � s is the identity function
on the set s� Given functions f 	 A� B and g 	 C � D � function f �g 	 A�C � B�D is
de�ned by �f � g� �a� c� � �f a� g c�� where A�B is the cartesian product of sets �types� A
and B � Given functions f 	 A� B and g 	 A� C � function f � g 	 A� B � C is de�ned
by �f � g� a � �f a� g a��

Suppose we want to �nd the f �value of a list� and that we are interactively editing
this list� An incremental algorithm prescribes how to recompute the f �value after an edit
action has changed the input to f � It follows that the form of an incremental algorithm is
determined by the edit model� In this section we describe the edit model and the form of
incremental algorithms�

When editing a piece of data� a text� a program� or a list of numbers from a spreadsheet
program� a cursor is moved through the data� Suppose the data is represented as a list� The
cursor is always positioned in between two elements� If the cursor is positioned somewhere
in the data� two lists can be distinguished	 the part of the data in front of the position of
the cursor� and the part after the position of the cursor� Several actions are possible�

� concatenating two pieces of data�

� splitting the data in two�

� moving the cursor right or left�

� deleting or inserting one or more elements�

This list of edit actions is incomplete� but it does comprise the basic components of an
editor� Most of the other components of editors consist of compositions of these actions�
After each action� we want the result of f applied to the resulting list�s� to be immediately
available� This implies that we have to adapt the interactive program we are working in�





After an edit action� the interactive program should also� besides for example showing the
result of the edit action on the screen� update the f �value�s�� We now describe what should
happen after each of the edit actions�

When two pieces of data� say x and y� are concatenated� the value of f �x �� y� has
to be determined from the values f x and f y� The �rst� tentative� assumption we make
about incremental algorithms is that there exists an associative operator � such that
f �x �� y� � �f x � � �f y�� A function de�ned on lists satisfying this property is called a
catamorphism by Meertens ���� This assumption is almost inevitable if we want to deal with
insertion and deletion properly� but it is also reasonable� Many functions� possibly tupled
with some extra information� are catamorphisms� The incremental algorithm for coding
with respect to a dictionary sketched later is a catamorphism which can be implemented
as a linear�time program� If operator � of the catamorphism can be evaluated in constant
time� the resulting catamorphism can be implemented as a linear�time program�

Formally� a catamorphism is the unique function h of type A� � B that satis�es for
value e 	 B � function f 	 A� B and associative operator � 	 B �B � B with unit e	

h � � e

h �a� � f a

h �x �� y� � �h x �� �h y� �
�
�

Function h is denoted by ��e� f ����� For example� catamorphism ���� id ����� where id is
the identity function� sums the elements of a list of integers� A catamorphism of which
the second component is the identity function id is called a reduction and we write
�� � ��e� id����� Another special catamorphism�former is the map�operator which takes a
function and a list and applies the function to each element in the list� Given a function f

the function f �map is written f � and it is de�ned by f � � ���� � � f ������ where � a � �a��
For example� ���� 	 nat� � nat� is the function that takes a list and adds  to each
element of the list� So ���� �� 
� �� � ��� �� ��� Function ��� 	 nat � nat is an example
of a section	 a binary operator � is turned into a unary operator when supplied with a
right or a left argument� So if � 	 A � B � C � then �a�� 	 B � C � and ��b� 	 A � C �
Each catamorphism ��e� f ���� can be written as the composition of a reduction with a map	
��e� f ���� � �� � f ��

If the data is split into two pieces of data� say again x and y� the values of f x and f y

have to be determined from the value f �x �� y� � �f x �� �f y�� If operator � is invertible
this is easy� however� most binary associative operators are not invertible� In general� there
is no other way to �nd the values of f x and f y than to compute them from scratch or to
tuple the computation with the computation of the f �value of the list in front of the cursor
�f x �� and the f �value of the list after the cursor �f y�� We allow some extra freedom� Let
functions g and h be such that there exist �e�ciently computable� functions � and � such
that f � � � g and f � � � h� We assume that the computation of the f �value is tupled
with the computation of the g�value of the list in front of the cursor �g x �� and the h�value
of the list after the cursor �h y�� Splitting the data into two at the point where the cursor
is located is now simple	 the f �values of the constituents are immediately available via �
and �� Concluding� we have assumed that the interactive program is extended with the
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computation of a triple of values	 the g�value of the list in front of the cursor� the f �value
of the argument list� and the h�value of the list after the cursor�

The cursor movements are dealt with as follows� Suppose the cursor is positioned in
between two nonempty lists� say lists x���a� and �b���y� and the cursor is moved left� Then
it is required to �nd the values g x and h ��a� b���y� from the values g �x���a��� h ��b���y��
and f �x �� �a� b� �� y�� To ful�ll these requirements� we make two additional assumptions�
First� we suppose that there exists an operator � such that g x � �g �x���a����a� Second�
we assume there exists an operator � such that h ��a� b� �� x � � a � �h ��b� �� x ���

When the cursor is moved right it is required to �nd the values g �x �� �a� b�� and h y

from the values g �x �� �a��� h ��b� �� y�� and f �x �� �a� b� �� y�� We assume there exists an
operator 	 such that g �x �� �a� b�� � �g �x �� �a���	 b� and we assume that there exists
an operator 
 such that a 
 �h ��a� b� �� x � � h ��b� �� x ��

The form of incremental algorithms assumed until now provides an elegant way to deal
with insertion and deletion of one or more elements� Deletion and insertion are described
after the de�nition of an incremental algorithm�

��� De�nition �Incremental algorithm� An incremental algorithm is a triple of
functions �f � g� h� such that there exist operators �� 	� �� �� 
� and functions r � �� �
such that �the notations �� and �� are de�ned below�

f � �� � r�
f � � � g
g � 	 ��e

���	 ��e� x � 	 a�� a � �	 ��e� x
f � � � h
h � � ��u

a 
 �a � ��� ��u� x �� � �� ��u� x �

Given operator � 	 A � B � B � and value e 	 B � function � ��e 	 A� � B is called a
right�reduction� and it is de�ned as the unique function that satis�es the following two
equations�

�� ��e�� � e

�� ��e� ��a� �� x � � a � ��� ��e� x � �
��

Left�reductions are de�ned similarly� Given operator � 	 A � B � B � and value e 	 B �
function � ��e 	 A� � B is de�ned by

�� ��e�� � e

�� ��e� �x �� �a�� � ��� ��e� x � � a �
���

If the operator �	 nat � nat � nat returns the largest of two natural numbers� the left�
reduction � ��� returns the maximum of a list�

An incremental algorithm handles insertion or deletion of a list in the following manner�
Suppose a list z is inserted in between the two lists x and y� so the triple �g x �f �x��y��h y�
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should be transformed into �g �x ��z � � f �x ��z��y� �h y�� To obtain this triple	 split x��y

and compute g �x �� z � � �	 ���g x �� z � and g z � and then compute �f x �� �� g z �� �f y��
If a segment z is deleted from x �� z �� y	 �rst split x �� z �� y into x and z �� y� and
then split z �� y in z and y� Since the values of g x and h y are now available� the triple
�g x � f �x �� y� � h y� can be computed�

� The speci�cation

In this section we give the speci�cation of the problem of coding a text with respect to a
dictionary� To code a text with respect to a dictionary D it is required to partition the text
into as few elements as possible each of which occurs in D � and to replace each element
of this partition by a pointer into the dictionary� For a formal� functional� speci�cation
we introduce the following notions� Let parts be a function which enumerates in a bag all
ways in which a list can be broken into lists of lists� Function parts is de�ned formally
after the speci�cation�

The elements in the data type bag� also known as multiset� are sets with possibly
multiple occurrences of equal elements� or� equivalently� lists with no order imposed on
the elements� The operator  denotes bag union� Bag union is associative� commutative
and the empty bag h i is its unit� The bag with elements 
� �� and � is written h
� �� �i�
Function�formers like reduce and map de�ned on the data type list can be de�ned in a
similar fashion on the data type bag�

A predicate is a function with the type boolean as its target� The predicate �D 	 A� �
bool determines whether a list occurs in dictionary D or not� Let p be a predicate of type
A� bool� The predicate all p 	 A� � bool is de�ned by all p � �� � p��

The �lter operator � is a catamorphism on the data type bag� Filter � takes a predicate
and a bag and retains the elements satisfying the predicate in a bag� so odd � h� �� �� 
i �
h� 
i�

Operator �� is a binary operator of type A� �A� � A�� It is de�ned by

x �� y �
x if �� x � � �� y�
y if �� x � 	 �� y�
x or y otherwise �

���

We do not yet de�ne �� on arguments which have equal ��values� except that one of the
arguments is the outcome�

The speci�cation of the problem of coding a text with respect to a dictionary D reads
as follows�

coding � repl� � cod ����

where function cod is de�ned by

cod � ��� � �all �D�� � parts ����
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and repl is a function that replaces a word by a pointer� The precise de�nition of repl is
not given� This speci�cation can easily be implemented in a functional language� but this
implementation is very ine�cient� Given an e�cient way to determine the value of cod�
the value of coding is obtained easily� In the sequel we will deal with function cod only�

We want to construct an incremental algorithm the components of which can be imple�
mented as e�cient programs� The �rst task is to give a catamorphism �� �r� equal to cod�
Operator � should satisfy cod �x �� y� � �cod x �� �cod y�� For the construction of such an
operator �� function parts has to be recursively characterised� The form of the de�nition
of parts and cod is related� since cod is de�ned in terms of parts� In view of constructing
a catamorphism for cod � function parts is de�ned as follows�

Function parts enumerates when applied to a list x all lists of lists y such that x � ��� y�
There are various recursive characterisations of the function parts� it can be characterised
as a left�reduction� a catamorphism� etc� Here we give a recursive characterisation of parts
based on the following observation� For nonempty z

parts z � hu �� �v � �� w j z � a �� v �� b� u � parts a�w � parts b� v �� �i �

We have parts� � h�i and parts �a� � h��a��i� For the case parts �x �� y� we use the above
observation� the operator cross� and the function splits �both introduced below��

parts �x �� y� � � ��parts � id�� splits x � �n� ��id � parts�� splits y����

�x � y�� �u� v� � x �n�y��u
v���

a 

c
b � a �� �c� �� b ��
��

Operator cross� denoted by �n� takes two lists� and pairs each element of the �rst list with
each element of the second list� The result of cross is a bag of these pairs� For example�
�
� �� �n �� �� �� � h�
� �� �
� ��� �
� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��i� The de�nition of operator cross
can be found in Bird ��� and is not repeated here� Operator cross can be subscripted with
a binary operator� by which we mean the following�

�n� � �� � �n ��

�

Note that � is a binary pre�x operator�
The function splits enumerates in a list all possible ways to split a list in two parts�

For example� splits ��� � 
� � ���� ��� � 
��� ����� �� 
��� ���� �� �
��� ����� 
������ We omit the
formal de�nition of splits �

� The derivation of an algorithm

In this section we give a sketch of the derivation of an e�cient incremental algorithm for
the problem of coding a text with respect to a dictionary speci�ed in ���� Space does
not permit us to present a full derivation� instead we show the main steps and explain
them giving some operational understanding of the expressions� The full derivation and
the complete algorithm will be presented elsewhere �Jeuring �����
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The �rst and most di�cult problem that has to be solved is the construction of a
catamorphism �� � r�� that can be implemented as an e�cient program� such that cod �
�� � r�� Function r is de�ned by r a � cod �a�� and operator � should satisfy cod �x ��
y� � �cod x � � �cod y�� We have not been able to construct a catamorphism for cod

that can be implemented as a linear�time program� The approach usually taken in such
cases is the following� Consider a related problem gcod for which there exists a cheap
function j satisfying j � gcod � cod � such that there exists an incremental algorithm for
gcod that can be implemented as an e�cient program� The de�nition of gcod is suggested
by inspecting the expression cod �x �� y�� Instantiating the de�nitions of cod � parts� and
cross� and applying several laws for cross and the other components of the expression gives
the following equation� The coding of list x �� y �cod �x �� y�� is the shortest list among
the lists that are a coding of an initial part of x � concatenated with a list that is the
concatenation of the remaining tail of x and an initial part of y �if this concatenation is in
the dictionary�� concatenated with the coding of the remaining tail of y� Formally�

cod �x �� y� � ��� ��cod � id�� splits x � �n j� ��id � cod�� splits y��
��

�x � y� j� �u� v� �
x �� �y �� u� �� v if �y �� u� � D


 otherwise �
�
�

where 
 is a unit of ��� that is� for all lists x we have x �� 
 � 
 �� x � x � Note the
resemblance of these equations with equations ��� and �
�� for the function parts� In the
calculation of equation �
�� we have assumed that �� is de�ned as follows on lists of lists�
Let x and y be lists of lists� If � x �� � y� then x �� y is de�ned as in Section � If
� x � � y we de�ne

x �� y �
x if � hd x 	 � hd y

y if � hd y 	 � hd x

�hd x � �� ��tl x � �� �tl y�� otherwise �
�
��

where hd returns the �rst element of a list� This de�nition of operator �� implies that if
two partitions have equal length� then operator �� returns the one with the longest lists
at the left end of the list� Equation �
�� and the wish to construct a catamorphism that
can be implemented as a linear�time program suggest to �nd the codings of all initial and
all tail parts of the argument� Speci�cation cod ��� is extended to a speci�cation of gcod �
where gcod is de�ned by

gcod � �cod � id�� � �id � cod�� � splits ��
��

Function cod is expressed in terms of gcod by means of cod �� � hd � � � gcod� where �
��� returns the right �left� element of a pair� Since � � hd � � is a cheap function� the
remaining task is to ful�ll the second condition imposed upon gcod	 the construction of an
incremental algorithm for gcod that can be implemented as a linear�time program� Again�
we have not been able to construct a catamorphism for gcod that can be implemented
as a linear�time program� We specify yet another function hcod for which there exists a
cheap function j satisfying j � hcod � cod � and for which we can construct an incremental
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algorithm �hcod� g� h� that can be implemented as an e�cient program� The speci�cation
of the function hcod is given after the following observation�

Function hcod is a slight variant of function gcod � Observe that the length of the longest
word in the dictionary is L � � ���D � According to equation �
��� the value of cod �x��y�
is an element �a� b� j� �c� d� where �a� b� � � gcod x and �c� d� � � gcod y� All elements
�a� b� of � gcod x with � b 	 L can be discarded� since b �� c is not an element of D �
and j� evaluates to 
 for these elements� Similarly� all elements �c� d� of � gcod y with
� c 	 L can be discarded� It follows that for the computation of cod it su�ces to have the
last L�
 elements of � gcod x and the �rst L�
 elements of � gcod y available� Function
hcod is speci�ed in terms of gcod as follows�

hcod � �L�
��� �L�
�� � gcod ��
��

where functions �L�
�� and �L�
 �� are de�ned as follows� Function �L�
�� returns�
given a list x � the tail part of length L�
 of x � If � x � L�
� then �L�
�� is the identity
function� Similarly� function �L�
 �� returns the �rst L�
 elements of its argument list�
and if � x � L�
� then �L�
�� is the identity function�

Function cod is expressed in terms of hcod by hcod by cod ���hd ���hcod� Function
hcod is a catamorphism���r� that can be implemented as a linear�time program� Function
r is de�ned by r a � hcod �a�� with

hcod �a� � ����� �a��� ���a������� ���� ��a���� ��a������ �

It remains to �nd an operator � such that hcod �x �� y� � �hcod x � � �hcod y�� We
do not give the exact de�nition of �� we merely point out some of the more interesting
details� Split the computation of hcod �x �� y� in the computation of � hcod �x �� y�
and � hcod �x �� y�� We will only discuss � hcod �x �� y�� We show how to express
� hcod �x �� y� in terms of hcod x and hcod y�

� hcod �x �� y�

� omitted calculation

��L�
�� �cod � ���y��� splits x � �� ���cod � �x����� id�� splits y�

� de�nition of �L�
��

��L�� y �� �cod � ���y��� splits x � �� ��L�
�� ��cod � �x����� id�� splits y� �

Consider the left�hand argument and the right�hand argument of �� seperately� For the
left�hand argument of �� we have

�L�� y �� �cod � ���y��� splits x

� split � and map

�L�� y �� �id � ���y��� �cod � id�� splits x

� de�nition of hcod� swap map and �L�
��

�id � ���y��� �L�� y ��� hcod x �

For the right�hand argument of �� we have
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�L�
�� ��cod � �x����� id�� splits y

� swap �L�
�� and the map�expression

��cod � �x����� id�� �L�
�� splits y �

Let �y�� y�� be an arbitrary element of �L�
�� splits y� It is required to express cod �x��y��
in terms of hcod x and hcod y� Applying equation �
�� we obtain

cod �x �� y�� � ��� �� hcod x � �n j� �� hcod y�� ��
��

so it su�ces to express � hcod y� in terms of hcod y� There are various ways to express
� hcod y� in terms of hcod y� One way is to peel o� the last � y �� y� elements of each of
the elements of � hcod y� giving � hcod y�� An important property of function cod used
here is that if xi is an initial part of x � then cod xi is the initial part of cod x with xi

elements� This is a consequence of the assumption that if x is a word in D � then all
segments of x are also words in D �

To obtain an incremental algorithm for hcod� we want to �nd functions g and h sat�
isfying the following� Function g is a left�reduction 	 ��e such that there exists an op�
erator � satisfying ���	 ��e� x � 	 a� � a � �	 ��e� x � and there exists a function � such
that hcod � � � g� Function h is a right�reduction � ��u such that there exists an opera�
tor 
 satisfying a 
 �a � ��� ��u� x �� � �� ��u� x � and there exists a function � such that
hcod � � � h� For an e�cient incremental algorithm the components �� 	� �� �� �� 

should be such that their implementations can be evaluated in constant time�

An obvious candidate for both function g and function h is function hcod itself� The
characterisation of hcod as a catamorphism immediately provides characterisations of hcod
as a left�reduction and as a right�reduction� Functions � and � are the identity function�
The only problem is the de�nition of the operators � and 
� We have not been able to
construct an operator 
 that� given the codings of the longest L�
 tails of �a���y� returns
the codings of the longest L�
 tails of y� and that can be implemented as a function that
can be evaluated in constant time� Instead of function hcod we take the following variants
of function gcod as the other components of the incremental algorithm� Functions g and
h that do satisfy the conditions imposed upon incremental algorithms are speci�ed by

g � ����� �L�
�� � gcod�
��

h � �L�
��� ���� � gcod ��
��

We brie�y discuss the equations h is supposed to satisfy� The �rst task is to exhibit
a function � such that hcod � � � h� Since hcod � �L�
 �� � �L�
 �� � gcod and
h � �L�
 �� � ���� � gcod � it su�ces to express �L�
 �� � �id � cod�� � splits in terms
of �cod � ��� � splits� This is fairly easy� and does not require any understanding of the
algorithm� Therefore� we omit the de�nition of function �� The de�nition of operator �
from the right�reduction � ��u can be derived from the de�nition of operator � from the
catamorphism �� � r� for hcod � Finally� operator 
 is an operator of the form a 
 �x � y� �
�k y� tl y�� where k is some rather complicated� but not very interesting� function�
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